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Chapter 151 The Boss Is In A Good Mood

Ryan returned to his seat and looked at his subordinates who were starting at him blankly. He coughed lightly and said, “Let’s end

today’s meeting here. All of you have good opinions. The PowerPoint presentation is also very good. Who did it? Double the

salary.”

The secretary standing at the side was stunned. He was the one who made the PowerPoint presentation. He did not expect the

president to double the salary with just one sentence. It seemed that the president was in a very good mood.

“Thank you, CEO Reynolds.”

This could be considered a blessing in disguise. Originally, the PowerPoint presentation was not very good, but time was tight. He

wanted to explain himself to muddle his way through, but he did not expect the CEO to give him a raise without even looking at

it.

“Do it well. The company will definitely not treat you unfairly.” After saying that, Ryan left the office.

The people who stayed behind looked at each other. Was this still their cold-faced King of Hell, Ryan Monor?

Isaac looked at Jackson, “Did he take the wrong medicine today?”

However, Jackson leaned back on the chair and spread his hands. “You don’t know how great the power of love is. When he was

answering the phone outside, our President smiled brightly.”

Hearing this people sitting there became even more excited. One of them mustered up his courage and asked Jackson, “Director

Hall, does President have a girlfriend?”

Isaac and Jackson looked at each other and laughed out loud. Jackson said while laughing, “Well speaking of truth, our President

just loves his wife very much.”

The people present were even more shocked. Their Present got married? When? And With whom?

“Alright, alright. Let’s not sit here anymore. The CEO is happy today. What request do you want to make? Hurry up and tell us.

Everyone, go and do your work.”

Jackson and Isaac knew that if they sit here, those people would ask them even more questions about Ryan. And if that man knew

that they were talking about him behind his back… Well, they didn’t want to die so early.

Both of them walked out of the meeting room and came to Ryan’s office. But that later was not there, so they went downstairs to

find him.

But they didn’t expect an unexpected to be there.

When Jackson saw Clarence, he frowned. He did not expect the later to come to Western Europe.

Clarence’s eyes lit up when he saw Jackson. He looked at Ryan and said, “I didn’t expect you to work here. I want to see your

boss. Please let me in.”

“Why are you looking for our boss? Cooperation or something else?” Ryan sat on the sofa in the lobby and looked at the man in a

suit in front of him. He looked very similar to Jackson.

“I came to your boss because I have something to do. Why should I tell you? You don’t deserve to know, so you should go in and

report.” Clarence looked arrogant, as if he had gotten what happened in Eastern Europe a few days ago.

“I really don’t know where you got your courage from. You don’t even know what happened before coming back.”

A mocking smile appeared on Jackson’s face. This Clarence was too stupid. He didn’t even know who the boss was.

“Of course, it’s literally what it means. You don’t even know who the President is, so you came to talk about cooperation. Ryan is

sitting right in front of you, but you can’t recognize that he is Leonardo Reynolds.” Isaac echoed from the side.

This Jackson didn’t even have a brain, so how did he get on the Eastern European list of wealthy people?

Clarence never thought that Ryan was the CEO of King RYN, Leonardo Reynolds. Even Charles couldn’t compare with such

strength, let along Roman.

“Are you actually Leonardo Reynolds?”

“I’m sure you know this better.”

Ryan did not hide his identity, but he did not know why this man was looking for him. If they cooperated, he did not have time to

develop in Eastern Eupore.

According to the market situation there, if he wanted to develop, he could only buy over the entire market. Moreover, he really

could not make much money, so there was no need to develop his power.

“Now you should tell me why you’re here.” Ryan looked at his surprised expression and asked.

“I am here to talk about cooperation. Now it seems that I don’t have a chance. So, I’m here to see my son.” Clarence looked at

Jackson.

Jackson did not expect him to say that. He looked at him to say that. He looked at him with an expressionless face. “Do you need

something from me? I don’t think you and I have anything to do with each other.”

“Mr. Monor, I want to talk to Jackson alone. Can you give us some time?” Clarence’s eyes were fixed on Jackson. He had a lot of

things he wanted to ask him.

“I am not free, and I have nothing to talk to you about. If you give me the salary for the delay, I can consider it.”

Jackson did not agree readily. There was hatred in his heart for this man. Although it was the first time he had met him, his heart

felt a little different, but when he thought of his mother, he could not speak to him properly.
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